Former PSU graduate, Don Barbera, just released his fifth book "The 80% Solution." Mr. Barbera received his Master's degree while working full-time as a reporter/photographer at the Pittsburg Morning Sun. No stranger to tough subjects, politics or controversy, Mr. Barbera jumps into the circle of religion comparing Christian belief with Christian behavior.

When Christians start acting like Christians is when the United States will fulfill its potential, according to "The 80% Solution," a new book from Donald R Barbera now available in hardback at Barnes and Noble and Amazon.com <http://Amazon.com/>. However, Barbera says don't hold your breath waiting for it to happen, as Christians regularly go against Christian principle and live lives that are no different than the rest of the population. Barbera lays out the revealing statistics and compares them with documented behavior.

For instance, abortion is frequently a topic that appears regularly in the news, but never is it mentioned that of those receiving the procedure that 65% of them are Christian. The information is known to researchers, but the author collected it and put it in one place, "The 80% Solution." Although the author drops his opinion throughout, it is the thoughts of other Christians researchers, evangelicals and preachers that make the case.

The book is currently available only in hardback. It will be released paperback and e-book format soon.